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Abstract
Privacy protection measures in online markets have ramped up in recent years,
typified by both government initiatives, as well as firm-level actions such as designing
web browsers which block “third-party cookies” by default. We estimate a structural
model of auctions in online advertising using bid-level auction data from Yahoo. Then
we simulate several counterfactual scenarios, focusing on evaluating the likely effects of
Google’s announced plan, starting in 2023, to block third-party cookies by default on
Chrome, its market-leading browser. We find that such a ban would reduce publisher
revenue by 45%, and bidder (advertiser) surplus by 35%. Moreover, our simulations
also indicate that, amidst a third-party cookie ban, bidders who are able to leverage
their informational advantage on users can gain surplus from the ban.

1

Introduction

An ongoing concern for policymakers worldwide is guaranteeing and protecting user privacy
on the internet. Internet retailers and companies have access to, and technological advances
have made it possible for them to collect, a great deal of sensitive information regarding
∗
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users, ranging from their identification numbers to payment protocols to users’ activities,
purchases, and browsing behavior across the Internet. These data are being used to target
users to advertisers, products offerings, and enhance their website experience. Machine
learning and AI algorithms have been developed to leverage all this information and predict
users’ behavior and preferences, enabling online advertisers to engage in behavioral targeting
of ads to users.
This state of affairs may be changing, as privacy regulations which aim to restrict the
collection and dissemination of consumer information have ramped up in recent years. At
the government level, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) went into effect in
the European Union in 2019, and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) in early
2020. Both policies are similar and require web content providers to obtain consent from
their users to collect their data for advertising purposes; users who “opt out” will not be
behaviorally targeted.
In addition to these general privacy regulations, internet firms have also tailored their
products to meet the increased privacy concerns of their users. Web browsers have, oneby-one, blocked “third-party cookies” (3PCs for short) which are often used to track users’
browsing activities across multiple websites. These cookies play a key role in behavioral
targeting of online ads. Apple’s Safari and Mozilla’s Firefox have blocked third-party cookies
by default for a number of years and, in a highly-anticipated move, Google has announced
that beginning in 2023, it will block by default all third-party cookies for users browsing
via Google Chrome, currently the most popular web browser (by a wide margin).
Although these privacy protection measures are apparently beneficial for internet users, they
have potential economic drawbacks for the online advertising market. Publishers’ revenue
may decrease significantly. Because privacy measures hamper advertisers’ ability to target
consumers effectively, opportunities to show ads on websites may become less valuable. As
advertisement is a vital source of revenue for publishers, this may considerably impact their
businesses. In addition, blocking third-party cookies may lead to an information monopoly
by large tech firms with alternative access to internet users’ data. For example, Google
can directly obtain behavioral information from many users due to the popularity of its
websites (the Google search engine, Gmail, etc.). Hence, its announced ban on 3PCs may
create for Google an informational advantage vis-a-vis other actors in the online ad market.
In fact, for exactly these reasons, antitrust authorities in Europe and the US have begun
investigating Google’s plan to phase out third-party cookies.1
1
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In this paper, we use fine-grained bid-level auction data from Yahoo to examine the effects of
these privacy measures. Due to its size and internet presence, Yahoo is a prominent publisher
which operates a large family of popular websites (including Yahoo Mail, Yahoo Finance,
and Yahoo News).2 On all these websites, users are monetized by being shown display
advertisements, which are chosen via first-price auctions. In these auctions, advertisers do
not bid directly, but rather via “Demand Side Platforms” (DSPs for short). DSPs pick and
choose among the millions of ad opportunities available on the internet on behalf of their
advertiser clients.3
In a typical internet ad auction, the competing DSPs would receive an internet user’s
third-party cookie identifier prior to bidding. The cookie allows the DSP to track the user’s
browsing history across other websites and to impute this user’s demographic characteristics.
The DSP then uses this information to target an ad to that user – that is, the DSP would
use the information to determine which of its advertiser clients would be most suitable for
this user, and then submit a bid on behalf of this advertiser in the auction.
However, the recent increase in privacy measures is changing this process. Under GDPR and
CCPA, internet users who “opt out” of targeting have all their cookie identifiers stripped
away, so that they are no longer communicated to DSPs when they are making their participation and bidding decisions. Similarly, Apple’s Safari and Mozilla’s Firefox have already
blocked third-party cookies by default for their users; therefore, unless the users have manually changed their default settings, DSPs will also not receive cookie information from these
users. Note that while “opt in/out” requires an explicit consent by the user, Apple’s and
Mozilla’s privacy policies are implemented by default.
In this paper, we will exploit the data on bidding and revenue for users using these browsers
to simulate the likely effect of the Chrome ban on third-party cookies, which will take place
in 2023. In general, this ban on third-party cookies may ultimately cause bigger ripples in
the advertising market than those generated by GDPR or CCPA – indeed, in our data only
about 5% of users have opted out of behavioral targeting under GDPR and CCPA, while
roughly 25% of users are using the “blocked” browsers which would increase to well over
80% once Chrome’s 3rd-party cookie ban goes into effect.
2

As of May 2021, Yahoo is ranked fourth in the US popularity ranking provided by Alexa Rank, a
standard ranking system: https://www.alexa.com/topsites/countries/US.
3
Most of the large internet companies run their own DSPs (including Amazon, Facebook, Google) which
bid on ad opportunities on their own and other publishers’ website on behalf of their advertiser clients.
Yahoo, as well, runs its own DSP.
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We estimate a structural model of auctions using data from banner ads on one important
Yahoo website. We consider a first-price auction model with asymmetric bidders and entry.
Using the estimates, we simulate two counterfactual scenarios, focusing on evaluating the
likely effects of blocking the third-party cookie on Chrome beginning in 2023. Industry insiders have dubbed this event “Chromegeddon” and, indeed, we find a suitably apocalyptic
effect: without a clear alternative to third-party cookies, such a ban would reduce the total
publisher revenue by 45%, and bidder (advertiser) surplus by 35%. However, our results
also suggest that, amidst a third-party cookie ban, bidders who are able to maintain an
information advantage stand to gain surplus from the ban. The surplus accruing to advertisers who are clients of a hypothetical informationally-advantaged DSP in our simulations
experience a 28% increase in surplus, relative to the status quo. Such results suggest that
antitrust concerns regarding Google’s plan may be warranted.

1.1

Existing literature

Since the main impact of privacy regulations is on the ability of online advertisers to engage
in behavioral targeting of ads to their users, this study is related to the existing literature
on the effects of targeting on online advertising markets. Levin and Milgrom (2010) discuss tradeoffs in narrower targeting versus conflation (broader targeting). They conjecture
that while narrower targeting facilitates better matching and increases advertising value,
it also thins out markets and reduces competition between advertisers, leading to smaller
prices. See Goldfarb (2014) for a review of this literature on targeting in online advertising.
We contribute to this literature by estimating a structural model of bidding in display ad
auctions. A related paper is Rafieian and Yoganarasimhan (2020), which estimate a structural model of ad auctions to determine the optimal level of targeting. They show that,
for platforms, the optimal level of targeting is not necessarily the finest level, which lends
some support to Levin and Milgrom’s (2010) predictions. They argue then that some level
of “privacy” may be optimal.
A small but growing literature has empirically studied the impact of privacy protection
measures on online advertisement markets. Several papers have studied the consequences
of GDPR. Goldberg, Johnson, and Shriver (2019) and Aridor, Che, and Salz (2020) use the
implementation of GDPR as a treatment and employ the difference-in-difference method to
measure its broad impact on web traffic and ad revenue. Our work differs in that we use the
variation in the amount of behavioral data of users created by privacy protection measures
rather than conducting before-after comparisons around their implementation. Aridor, Che,
4
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and Salz (2020), who show that allowing users to “opt out” of behavioral targeting actually
increases the value (to advertisers) of users who remain “opt in”, and Peukert, Bechtold,
Batikas, and Kretschmer (2020) study the long term impact of the GDPR and show evidence
that the policy may have caused websites to substitute away from 3PC toward other sources
of user information (such as first-party cookies). These papers and Johnson, Shriver, and
Goldberg (2020) also show that GDPR has led to a greater market concentration in media
tech industries, with Google emerging as a clear winner from the policy. Similar results will
emerge from our counterfactuals below.
Our work is also closely related to studies in this literature that employ the variation in
privacy choice and cookie availability. Johnson, Shriver, and Du (2020) analyze the effect
of opting out of behavioral targeting under AdChoices, a self-regulatory program. They
find that opt-out consumers generate 52% less ad revenue and that the lack of cookies has a
similar effect as opting out. Marotta, Abhishek, and Acquisti (2019) also find that cookieless impressions generate less revenue but only by 4%. The difference in results may be
explained by the data employed in each study; while Johnson, Shriver, and Du (2020) use
information from an ad exchange, Marotta, Abhishek, and Acquisti (2019) employ a dataset
from a single publisher, which may indicate that the magnitude of the effect differs across
publishers. We also find that opt-out and cookie-less impressions generate less revenue.
Our bid-level auction data and empirical strategy allow us to explore further, and find
that the drop in revenue results from decreases in both bids and auction participants for
cookie-less impressions. Furthermore, our estimated structural model allows us to simulate
a counterfactual of Chrome blocking third-party cookies and examine its effect not only on
bids and revenue but other aspects like the market concentration of bidders.
This paper is also related to the literature on the privacy preferences of consumers, which is
surveyed by Acquisti, Taylor, and Wagman (2016). Acquisti, John, and Loewenstein (2013)
use a field experiment and find that the value of privacy is context-dependent. Our work
contributes to this literature by showing how often consumers from California opt out of
behavioral targeting on a popular publisher. We find that the opt-out rate is about 5% in
our context. This low percentage may be connected with the “privacy paradox” between
consumers’ stated and revealed preference for privacy.
Finally, because we estimate a structural model of auctions, our work is connected with
the literature on the econometric and empirical literature on auctions.4 We use the first4

There are a number of surveys of this literature, including Perrigne and Vuong (2019), Hong and Paarsch
(2006), and Athey and Haile (2007).
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order approach of estimating auction models, which was initiated by Guerre, Perrigne, and
Vuong (2000). In particular, we estimate Samuelson’s (1985)’s standard model of a firstprice auction with entry, in which bidders learn their independent private values before
making their participation decision. This model is a special case of the selective entry
model whose identification is studied by Marmer, Shneyerov, and Xu (2013) and Gentry
and Li (2014). Similar to Kong (2020), who estimates the selective entry model for New
Mexico’s oil and gas lease auctions, we allow bidders’ value distributions to be asymmetric.

2

Market background

We study a dataset of auctions which were run to decide which banner ads would be shown
to users – or “impressions”, in industry parlance – as they browse on one of the popular
sites of Yahoo (which for confidentiality reasons will not be revealed). In these auctions,
the “seller” or “publisher” is Yahoo, while the “bidders” are the advertisers who compete
via a first-price sealed bid auction for the right to show their ad to a user.
Given the sheer volume of these auctions, and their unfamiliarity with the online bidding
process, advertisers rarely bid directly in the auction, but rather via Demand-Side Platforms
(hereafter DSPs), which roughly speaking play the role of ad brokers bidding on behalf of
their client advertisers. In any auction, DSPs rarely submit multiple bids, but only submit
one bid on behalf of one of their advertiser clients.5

2.1

Behavioral ad targeting and cookies

Advertising markets are essentially two-sided markets in which advertisers aim to “match”
with (ie., show their ad to) users who are most likely to be interested in their products.
Hence, given the split-second nature of ad auctions and user browsing behavior, readily
available information on users is critical to the success of online ad markets. In these
markets, user information is organized around “cookies”, which are user-associated IDs
stored on a user’s computer which point to entries stored in databases containing the user’s
past browsing behavior, retail purchases, demographic information, and so on. Any given
user at any point in time is associated with a number of cookies; some of these are “first
party cookies”, which link to a database owned by the website which the user is currently
5

See Decarolis, Goldmanis, and Penta (2020), Decarolis and Rovigatti (2019) for a study of the potential
anticompetitive aspects of such DSP behavior.
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visiting, and track the user’s actions on that website. Others are “third party cookies”
which link to databases owned by third party entities (such as DSPs), which track the
user’s behavior across a range of websites which they have visited. Typically, first-party
cookies are used to improving users’ website experience, while third-party cookies are used
for more effective ad targeting.
For instance, assume a user loads the Yahoo Homepage website. Via the first-party cookie,
Yahoo may know that this user has read articles related to cryptocurrency in the past, and
puts related articles at the top of this user’s feed. Via a third-party cookie, an e-commerce
company may find out that this user recently searched for TVs on its site, and bids to show
an ad for TVs to this user as he browses the Yahoo Homepage site.
In recent years, privacy concerns have led many internet entities to eliminate or otherwise
curtail third-party cookies. Web browsers have been at the forefront of this move, as cookies
are created and sent to web servers by scripts within the webpage source. Browsers which do
not execute these scripts effectively shut down the behavioral tracking process. In this way,
Safari and Firefox, among the major browsers, have already eliminated third-party cookies
for users utilizing those browsers, while Google has announced that it plans to follow suit
in 2023 with its Chrome browser.
For our sample period, we classify Safari and Firefox as browsers which blocked third-party
cookies (as shorthand, we will refer to them as the “blocked” browsers in this paper), while
all others, including Chrome and Edge, allow them (the “allowed” browsers). Third-party
cookies are always unavailable for users logged in via “blocked” browsers, but they are
sometimes available for users of “allowed” browsers.
Meanwhile, opt-out users explicitly stated that they do not want to be tracked for advertising targeting purposes. Nevertheless, DSPs can still use geographical location and
contextual information of inventory opportunities coming from these users.

2.2

Data description

This paper employs bidding data from banner ad auctions on one of the popular sites of
Yahoo. We consider a sample of user impressions originating from California IP addresses,
during a single day in March 2021. Furthermore, we focus on bids for one of the most
popular type of banner advertisement to avoid unnecessary variation. Even for one day,
there are millions of impressions, leading us to use a stratified sample in our analysis. Due to

7
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the CCPA, California users had the option of “opting-out” to behavioral tracking. However,
given the low incidence of opting-out, we oversampled opt-out users relative to opt-in users;
specifically, we sample at rate 0.5% for opt-in users and 20% for opt-out users.6
Table 1 provides summary statistics on key variables. We observe data on 468,723 bids
from 110,460 auctions. For confidentiality reasons, we avoid divulging the magnitudes of
bids by renormalizing bids so that they have a sample mean equal to 1; nevertheless, we
may use dollar signs for variables relating to bids in this paper. The variable optout is an
indicator function of the user opting out from behavioral targeting; blocked is an indicator
function of using a browser which blocks third-party cookies by default (either Safari or
Firefox). Roughly 4.5% of auctions are for opt-out impressions, while 27% of auctions
involve impressions using browsers which block 3PCs.
Our dataset also contains several variables drawn from Yahoo’s database of user profiles.
The content of this database is not directly shown to bidders, who may have their own user
profile databases. Nevertheless, we believe that the used features are good proxies for what
bidders know about users based on third-party cookies. These variables are listed under
3PC-derived variables in Table 1. We have a user’s inferred gender and age. The variable
“seg size” is a tally of the total number of interest segments that the user belongs to, where
each segment is a prediction of the user’s likely interest in particular subjects (e.g. autos,
basketball, gardening, etc.). The variable “num months sold” corresponds to the number
of months that the user has been monetized by Yahoo. Finally, “profile length” indicates
the time length in days the user profile has existed in Yahoo’s database; a smaller number
of days may imply that less information is available on the user.
One striking feature is the high incidence of missing data for the 3PC-derived variables:
roughly half (49.2%) of users have missing gender information, and almost three quarters
(74.2%) have missing age information. As age and gender are typically inferred indirectly
from users’ internet activities using machine learning algorithms, missing values for these
variables typically imply that not enough tracking information is known about these users
to permit reliable inference. Furthermore, the variables “seg size”, “num months sold”,
and “profile length” are not populated in around 65% of analyzed users. The lack of such
information is often due to users opting out or using browsers that block 3PCs: impressions
with optout = 1 or blocked = 1 have missing (or unknown) 3PC-derived variables.
6

All the estimates and statistics reported in this paper account for this stratified sampling rate by using
weights inversely proportional to the sampling probability.
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468,723
110,460
110,460

110,460
110,460

110,460
110,460
110,460
110,460
110,460
110,460
110,460
110,460
110,460

110,460

Privacy variables:
optout
blocked

3PC-derived variables:
genderUnknown
genderMale
genderFemale
ageUnknown
age25to44
age45plus
seg size
num months sold
profile length

Cookie availability:
match cookie prop

n

Bid
Winning bid
Number of bidders

variable

0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.646
0.684
0.625

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

%missing

0.562

0.492
0.437
0.071
0.742
0.141
0.116
7,450.691
6.014
134.933

0.045
0.267

1.000
2.605
6.704

mean

std

0.421

0.500
0.496
0.256
0.437
0.348
0.321
7,081.027
6.688
209.631

0.206
0.442

2.591
5.366
4.127

Table 1: Summary statistics

0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000
1.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.129
0.129
1.000

min

0.800

0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000
0.000
0.000
5,079.500
4.000
55.000

0.000
0.000

0.364
0.833
6.000

median

1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
95,366.000
41.000
2,094.000

1.000
1.000

214.302
214.302
25.000

max

At the very bottom of the table, we summarize a key variable describing the availability of
third-party cookies for each user. The variable “match cookie prop” is the proportion of
the bidders (DSPs) in each auction which have a valid cookie identifier for that impression.
Specifically, this is the proportion of bidding DSPs in each auction who successfully match
this user with a user profile in its database that is constructed with third-party cookies.
Thus, smaller values of “match cookie prop” indicate that less information is available for
a user.7 Like the 3PC-derived variables, “match cookie prop” is zero for impressions with
optout = 1 or blocked = 1.
Figure 1: Geographical distribution of impressions.

7

Cookie-match information is unavailable for two of the DSPs in our sample; for that reason, we do not
model cookie availability at the user/DSP-level, but rather construct the aggregate measure at the user-level.
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prop

0.609
0.174
0.117
0.093
0.007

Browser

Chrome
Safari
Edge
Firefox
Other

0.042
0.038
0.050
0.070
0.037

optout

0.312
1.000
0.278
1.000
0.432

gender:
Unknown
0.592
0.000
0.624
0.000
0.476

gender:
Male
0.096
0.000
0.098
0.000
0.091

gender:
Female
0.647
1.000
0.658
1.000
0.597

age:
Unknown
0.196
0.000
0.169
0.000
0.266

age:
25to44

Table 2: Characteristics of browser users

0.157
0.000
0.172
0.000
0.137

age:
45plus

0.795
0.000
0.620
0.000
0.705

match cookie prop

All of our impressions are drawn from California, and Figure 1 provides the geographical distribution of the impressions. When estimating our models, we group together cities
below the top 50 cities in the number of impressions. Table 2 breaks down the impressions by browser. Impressions from Safari and Firefox, the two browsers which ban third
party cookies by default, account for roughly 28% of impressions. Accordingly, impressions from Safari and Firefox are missing 3PC information, as evidenced by the fact that
match cookie prop=0 for these users, and gender and age information is also missing for
these users as well. Chrome is by far the most popular browser, used by 61% of the users.
Table 3 further breaks down the variables by opt-in/opt-out status, and allowed/blocked
status. First of all, winning bids (corresponding to auction revenue) are highest for opt-in
users using browsers which allow third-party cookies. Going further, we disentangle whether
this was due to (i) lower bids; (ii) less competition; or (iii) both. We see that, indeed, both
overall bid levels and participation are lower for users for which less information is available:
this includes both opt-out users as well as users using browsers which have blocked 3rd-party
cookies.
Table 3 also shows that the standard deviation of bids and winning bids are highest for
opt-in/allowed users. This is expected as DSPs have the most information on these users,
which increases the targeting opportunities and hence variation in advertisers’ bids.
Table 4: Number of Observed Advertisers
num ad domains
Opt-in

3PC Allowed
3PC Blocked

7,582
2,156

Opt-out

3PC Allowed
3PC Blocked

3,817
1,030

At face value, the lower participation for auctions with opt-out and/or blocked users contradicts the “market thickness” effect of Levin and Milgrom (2010). This effect relies on
the assumptions that in the absence of targeting, users would be conflated (that is, pooled
across all market segments) and hence appeal to all types of advertisers, and implies that
more advertisers would compete for the opt-out users. On the other hand, the finding here
that impressions with less information attract fewer bidders suggests that advertisers care
not only about who they want to target, but whether they need to target. Evidence of
12
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Bid
Winning bid
# bidders
Bid
Winning bid
# bidders
Bid
Winning bid
# bidders

3PC Allowed

3PC Blocked

Both

Browser:

265,209
38,518
38,518

49,201
10,232
10,232

216,008
28,286
28,286

n

1.001
2.662
6.885

0.736
1.508
4.809

1.061
3.080
7.637

mean

Opt-in

2.582
5.405
4.116

1.753
3.315
2.842

2.733
5.928
4.246

std

Table 3

203,514
71,942
71,942

60,249
21,260
21,260

143,265
50,682
50,682

n

0.607
1.001
2.829

0.412
0.557
2.834

0.689
1.187
2.827

mean

std

2.003
2.945
1.820

0.910
1.330
1.698

2.308
3.384
1.870

CCPA status:
Opt-out

468,723
110,460
110,460

109,450
31,492
31,492

359,273
78,968
78,968

n

0.993
2.588
6.704

0.726
1.461
4.711

1.055
2.999
7.430

mean

Both

2.573
5.330
4.127

1.735
3.252
2.829

2.727
5.855
4.284

std

this is presented in Table 4, which shows that the number of distinct advertiser domains
(equivalently, URLs) appearing in ads displayed to opt-in/allowed users (7,582) is about
twice the number of advertisers showing ads to opt-out/allowed web visitors (3,817), and
over seven times the number showing ads to the opt-out/blocked users (1,030).8
We proceed to some graphical presentations of the data. Figure 2 shows the empirical CDFs
of bids for several DSPs individually, and reveals the great deal of bidding heterogeneity
across bidders. DSPs #1, #2, and #3 are the three most prominent ”general-purpose”
DSPs in our data, while DSPs #7, #8, and #10 are the three prominent DSPs specialized
in retail ads, which require greater targeting. Overall, the DSPs’ bidding behavior varies
across different types of user impressions. These DSPs tend to submit higher bids for
impressions with more information, which is consistent with the descriptive tables. We
also see that there is a variation in the bidding behavior across bidders. The evidence here
motivates our use of an auction model with asymmetric bidders in the structural estimation
exercise discussed below.
Figure 3 displays the frequencies with which these same six DSPs participate in auctions for
the different types of impressions. Clearly, the participation patterns differ markedly among
the largest DSPs (#1,2,3) compared to the smaller, targeting focused DSPs (#7,8,10). The
latter bid primarily for opt-in impressions from browsers for which 3PC information is
available (the red bar). This confirms the importance of behavioral information for these
DSPs.
For DSPs #2 and #3, however, the availability of behavioral information is not as important; indeed, these two DSPs bid as often for “blocked” impressions (the purple and blue
bars) as for “allowed” impressions (the green and red bars). For DSP # 1, we see that
although the opt-in/opt-out status matters, the allowed/blocked status does not impact
their entry behavior. This suggests that these large DSPs have advertiser clients whose ads
may not require very precise behavioral targeting, or they have targeting technologies that
do not rely on third-party cookies.
8

However, the larger standard deviation in the number of bidders for opt-in and/or 3PC-allowed users, as
seen in Table 3, does support Levin and Milgrom’s arguments, which imply that when more user information
is available, the range of the participating bidders should grow as advertisers will “sort” among different
types of users, with the more popular types of users attracting more bids and the less popular ones fewer
bids.
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Empirical CDF

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

0.1

type

1.0

10.0

100.00.1

10.0

100.00.1

opt−in & 3PC Blocked

Observed bids ( log10 scale)

1.0

DSP_8

DSP_2

opt−out & 3PC Allowed

DSPs numbered in decreasing order of size (DSP1 being the largest).

DSP_7

DSP_1

opt−in & 3PC Allowed

Figure 2: Empirical CDFs of bids of DSP1, 2, 3, 7, 8, and 10.

1.0

10.0

DSP_10

DSP_3

100.0

opt−out & 3PC Blocked
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opt−in & 3PC Allowed

opt−out & 3PC Allowed

opt−in & 3PC Blocked

opt−out & 3PC Blocked

opt−in & 3PC Allowed

opt−out & 3PC Allowed

opt−in & 3PC Blocked

opt−out & 3PC Blocked

0.0

0.4

0.6

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8 0.0

Proportion of auctions entered

0.8 0.0

DSP_8

DSP_2
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Empirical Framework

Next we describe the structural econometric framework underlying our analysis. As with
any structural auction study, the goal of the empirics is to recover bidder valuations from
their bids, allowing us to perform counterfactual analysis. Our basic model is a standard
independent private values (IPV) first-price auction with entry among asymmetric bidders.
Rather than modelling competition amongst all the (thousands of) advertisers, we model
competition only among the DSPs. At this point, we treat each auction independently, and
ignore synergies or dependencies across auctions. Allowing for these aspects will lead to
substantial complications.
We observe data from auctions t = 1, . . . , T , each with the same set of N potential bidders.
The assumption that the potential number of bidders is fixed is reasonable for our setting,
as we consider only bidding data for one day and bidding in these auctions is limited
to a set of 35 DSPs. Each auction is modelled as a first-price sealed bid auction in the
independent private values paradigm. In auction t, each potential bidder i ∈ {1, . . . , N }
draws a private value vit independently from a continuous distribution Fi (·|Xt ), where Xt
denotes characteristics of the impression. This valuation distribution Fi (·|Xt ) varies both
across bidders and across auctions. Across auctions, the distribution of valuations can vary
depending on auction (user) characteristics which we have discussed above: users’ optin/opt-out status, their browser, city, and cookie-derived characteristics (gender, age, etc).
We assume that there is no auction-specific unobserved heterogeneity.9
While we assumed a fixed number of potential bidders, it is clear from the descriptive
statistics above that there is a considerable variation in the number of participants across
auctions. We accommodate this by assuming that, for each auction t, each bidder i makes
two decisions in sequence: first they decide whether to enter the auction, and second they
decide what to bid in the auction. For the entry model, we use the Samuelson (1985) framework, in which bidders make their entry decisions after they have learned their valuations.
This framework accurately describes the entry decision of DSPs, who typically base their
participation decisions on whether they have an advertiser client who values a particular
impression type enough. Because valuations are known to bidders at the time of their entry decision, entry induces truncation on the valuation distribution. The potential bidders
9

See Haile and Kitamura (2019) for recent work on identification with unobserved heterogeneity and the
issue of incorporating entry in this setting. Hu, McAdams, and Shum (2013) and Gentry and Li (2014)
provide identification results with selective entry and unobserved heterogeneity under some assumptions,
but incorporating bidder asymmetry poses an added challenge in applying these to the setting here.
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observe their own private values and decide whether to pay entry cost ki to participate in
the auction. The entrants are eligible to submit bids above reserve price10 r at the bidding
stage. While we don’t explicitly model the entry costs, there are a number of reasons for
why DSPs may forego bidding opportunities: a bidder may not have an advertiser client
which is suitable for a given user; or given the sheer volume of auctions, there may be
bidder-specific computational or attentional costs associated with figuring out a bid in each
auction.11
We consider the equilibrium bidding problem from potential bidder i’s perspective. We
assume that the DSPs are in an equilibrium in which they use increasing, invertible, and
differentiable bidding strategies.12 Suppose bidders j 6= i are using equilibrium bidding
strategy Bj ( · ; Xt ). In addition, suppose that, in the initial entry stage, they enter if and
only if their valuation vjt exceeds a “screening value” sjt , an equilibrium quantity which
depends on the reserve price r as well as the entry cost ki .
Given this behavior of its rivals, bidder i’s expected profits from participating in auction t
with valuation vit and bid bit is given by (while omitting the covariates Xt )



Πi (bit , vit ) = E (vit − bit )1 bit ≥ max Bj (vjt ) vit
j6=i
Y

= (vit − bit )
Pr bit ≥ Bj (vjt )
j6=i
(1)
Y
−1
= (vit − bit )
Fj (Bj (bit ))
j6=i

≡ (vit − bit )Ψi (bit )
Q
where Ψi (bit ) ≡ j6=i Fj (Bj−1 (bit )) denotes bidder i’s probability of winning as a function
of his bid bit . Hence, at the initial entry stage, bidder i’s optimal entry strategy is to enter
if and only if Πit (r, vit ) ≥ ki . This inequality implicitly defines bidder i’s “screening value”
sit such that i enters iff vit ≥ sit where sit is such that Πi (r, sit ) = ki .
10

The reservation value does not vary across auctions in our dataset.
Indeed, given the tremendous number of impressions, DSPs typically employ pre-filtering algorithms
and bid on only a fraction of the available impressions.
12
See Appendix G of (Krishna 2009) for a discussion on the existence of such an equilibrium.
11
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3.1

Estimation procedure

The estimation procedure is in the spirit of the indirect ”first-order condition” approach
pioneered by Guerre, Perrigne, and Vuong (2000), and consists of several steps. In the
first step, we estimate an entry model for each DSP in each auction. Given our underlying
assumption of IPV, we estimate the entry model independently across bidders. We use the
logit regression to estimate the entry probability:
pit = Pr(i enters auction t) =

exp(Xt0 β + Zit0 γ)
.
1 + exp(Xt0 β + Zit0 γ)

In the second step, which is performed separately from the first step, we recover the valuations which rationalize each observed bid using the first-order optimality conditions of a
bidding game. One point of departure is that since we allow for arbitrary asymmetries across
bidders, in that different DSPs may draw their valuations from different distributions, it is
complicated to estimate bidders’ equilibrium beliefs about the probability of winning (as
encapsulated in the Ψ(·) functions) fully structurally. For that reason, empirically we treat
Ψ(·) as a black-box equilibrium object that can be estimated from data instead of modeling
it explicitly in terms of the DSPs’ equilibrium bid distributions and entry probabilities.
Specifically, we assume that Ψit (·) takes a flexible logit form:
Ψit (b) =

exp(f (b, Xt , Zi ; θ))
1 + exp(f (b, Xt , Zi ; θ))

where f (·; θ) denotes a flexible function of the bid b, bidder characteristics Zi and auction
characteristics Xt , with parameters θ.
The first-order condition corresponding to bidder i’s objective function (1) is
vit = bit +

Ψit (bit )
.
Ψ0it (bit )

(2)

Because Ψit takes the logit form, we have the following analytical expression:
vit = bit +

1 + exp(f (bit , Xt , Zi ; θ))
∂
∂b f (bit , Xt , Zi ; θ)

(3)

The first-order condition serves as an empirical “inverse bidding function” which characterizes, for each bid bit observed in the data, its corresponding rationalizing valuation vit .
Hence, once Ψit (·) is estimated, the first-order condition (3) can be evaluated pointwise
for each observed bid bit across every bidder i and auction t, to recover the corresponding
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valuation vit which rationalizes that bid. In this way, we can identify and estimate the
distribution of bidders’ valuations above the (endogenous) truncation induced by entry.13

3.2

Empirical results

In this section, we present and discuss the estimation results.

Estimated entry probabilities. The estimated entry model in the first step provides
predicted entry probabilities of DSPs for each auction in the data. The distributions of
predicted entry probabilities across all the auctions are plotted in Figure 4, broken down
by the four main groups of users. (Regression estimates are displayed in Table 9 in the
Appendix.) The DSPs are numbered in decreasing order of size (as measured by number of
auctions participated in), with ”DSP 1” being the largest.
Some clear trends emerge. For all the DSPs, the predicted entry probabilities are bounded
(quite far) away from 1.14 However, overall, it is clear that the largest DSPs enter all
types of auctions more frequently compared to smaller DSPs. Furthermore, in line with
the summary statistics in Table 3, predicted entry probabilities are systematically lowest
for opt-out & blocked users (in purple), and highest for opt-in & allowed users (in red).
However, for the two intermediate auction types (opt-in & blocked and opt-out & allowed),
the predicted entry probabilities exhibit substantial overlap.

Estimated bidding strategies and valuation distributions. In the second step, we
use the first-order condition (3) to recover the valuation corresponding to each bid that we
observe in the data. Utilizing the first-order condition requires an estimate, for each bidder
i participating in auction t, of the function Ψit (b), corresponding to bidder i’s perceived
probability that a bid of size b wins auction t. Similarly to the entry model, we employ a
logit model to describe the winning probability of bidders. We controlled for users’ optin/opt-out status, browser, proportion of cookies matched, submitted bid by DSPs in logs
(log(bidprice)), cookie-derived information like age and gender. Moreover, we also introduce
13

See Marmer, Shneyerov, and Xu (2013) and Gentry and Li (2014) for comprehensive discussions of
identification of structural models of auctions with entry. Generally, identification of the entire valuation
distribution requires observation of some auctions in which entry occurs with certainty. As Figure 4 shows,
DSPs typically enter only a small fraction of the available auctions, so we do not attempt this route.
14
This may raise difficulties for the nonparametric estimation of valuation distributions under our assumed
model, which may require the existence of a participation shifter which could shift entry up to 1.
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DSPs ranked by size
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Figure 4: Estimated distribution of predicted entry probabilities
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hour, city, and bidders’ identifier fixed effects. The estimation results are reported in Table
10 in the Appendix.
The estimated valuation distributions are illustrated in Figure 5. This figure contains the
estimated CDFs of the valuations for six of the DSPs in our sample, broken down by the
four main groups of users distinguished by their opt-in/opt-out status and whether they
use a browser which blocks or allows third-party cookies. (Since, for each DSP, we can only
identify the distribution of valuations conditional on entry, we “shift up” each graph by
an amount equal to the DSP’s predicted probability of entry for each type of user, derived
from our estimated entry model. Hence, the left-most point of each graph indicates the
aforementioned “screening value” of the DSPs for each user type; that is, the valuation
which makes the DSP indifferent between entering the auction or staying out. For all six
DSPs, we generally find that the estimated screening value is very similar across different
types of users, which suggests that entry costs are similar for auctions involving different
user types.)
However, the shapes of valuation distributions are clearly different across user types, and
also across DSPs. DSPs #1, #2, and #3 are the three most prominent general-purpose
DSPs in our data. We see that for DSP 1 and 2, the valuations for opt-in users clearly
stochastically dominate the valuations for opt-out users. There is also ordering between
allowed vs. blocked users, which is less distinct for opt-out users. We do not see such a
clear stochastic dominance for DSP 2; while it seems that opt-in impressions tend to have
higher valuations for this DSP as well, it is puzzling that users using “blocked” browsers
generate higher valuations than those using “allowed” browsers. This may point to the
possibility that DSPs are either valuing these users based on “contextual” information (ie.
Safari users are perceived to have higher income than those using other browsers), or perhaps
using alternative means to track users (via IP addresses, for instance).
The three DSPs in the lower row of Figure 5 are more specialized DSPs, focusing on retail
ads which rely more heavily on users’ behavioral information. For these, we observe that
their valuations are very sensitive to the amount of information impressions have; the valuations for opt-in impressions with third-party cookies (the type with the most amount of
information) clearly stochastically dominate other types of impressions. We also see that
the effect of blocking third-party cookies of opt-in users is large for these DSPs.
Generally, these figures of estimated entry probabilities and valuation distributions show
that larger DSPs (#1,2,3) generally have higher valuations and higher entry probabilities
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for impressions vis-a-vis smaller ones (#7,8,10); this likely arises because the larger DSPs
have a wider variety of advertiser clients, including non-retail clients whose ads (eg. political
ads, informational ads) may not require very strict targeting.
In Figure 6, we plot the estimated bidding function of the six DSPs averaged over users in
each of the four user groups. Focusing on DSP #1, we see that this DSP bids uniformly
higher for opt-in vs. opt-out users. For instance, at a valuation of $3.00, its bids range
from $1.15 for an opt-in/allowed users down to about $1.00 for opt-out/blocked users. This
illustrates differences in the level of competition for users with varying levels of information;
since auctions for opt-out bidders are less competitive, bidders “mark down” their bid more
in these auctions.
Interestingly, we find that the estimated bidding strategies for opt-out allowed users and
opt-out blocked users overlap for all of the six DSPs, which suggests that these auctions are
equally competitive. This is borne out Figure 5, which shows that these impressions are
valued similarly.

4

Counterfactuals

In this section, we present our counterfactual results illustrating the potential outcome of
Chrome blocking third-party cookies by default. We run two counterfactual simulations.
In the first counterfactual, we simulate the absence of third-party cookie information for
Chrome users by setting the “match cookie prop” variable for them to zero.
In the second counterfactual, we explore the antitrust concerns of privacy protection measures. Specifically, we investigate the effect of allowing only one DSP to have access to
Chrome users’ third-party cookie information. This exercise is to emulate the possibility
that a DSP associated with a large publisher may have alternative ways, such as using
first-party cookies, to obtain the ad-relevant information for the publisher’s visitors.
For running the counterfactuals, we need to generate DSPs’ valuations and entry probabilities for each counterfactual impression, and then generate bids for entrants based on
their valuations. To facilitate this and accommodate the extensive user and bidder-specific
heterogeneity in these auctions, we start by “homogenizing” valuations by estimating a
flexible regression of the log of valuations on covariates. Specifically, for DSP i facing auction k, given covariates yik containing impression characteristics, DSP dummy variables,
0 γ +u
and interactions, we assume log vik = yik
ik where uik satisfies E[uik |yik ] = 0. When
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simulating counterfactuals, we allow uik to have different distributions for different users
(while satisfying the exogeneity condition) by fitting a kernel density of residuals conditional
on opt-in/out status × browser group. (Regression results of the estimated valuations on
bidder and auction characteristics are reported in Table 11 in the Appendix).

4.1

Benchmark scenario

As a first step in the counterefactual exercises, we simulate a “benchmark” scenario (a
less noisy version of the status quo scenario in the data), to which we will compare the
counterfactual scenarios below. In this benchmark scenario, we consider auctions for 500,000
users (sampled from the data with replacement), and 35 (potential) bidders in each auction,
corresponding to the 35 DSPs which are observed to bid with reasonable frequency in our
data. For each bidder and auction, we first simulate their entry behavior using results
from the estimated entry model. Then, for each bidder who enters, we draw valuations
according to the estimated conditional valuation distributions, using the “homogenized”
valuation distribution described above. Finally, for the simulated valuation v, we compute
the corresponding bid by solving the empirical first-order condition (Eq. (3)) for b.
Remark: By using the empirical first-order condition to solve for counterfactual equilibrium bids, we hold fixed Ψit (· · · ), the probability of winning function for each bidder i and
auction t, and implicitly assuming that it does not change in the counterfactual scenarios.
This abstracts from several complexities; notably it does not allow for a given DSP’s bidding behavior to adjust to counterfactual changes in rivals’ entry strategies resulting from
the counterfactual policy change. This issue does not impact the first counterfactual, where
we just modify the distribution of auction characteristics; however, it is relevant in the
second counterfactual, where we modify the valuation distribution of the informationally
advantaged DSP. Ideally, we should use the estimated valuation distributions and simulate
bidders’ equilibrium entry and bidding decisions using a theoretical bidding model, but such
an exercise requires the researcher to know the entire valuation distribution, whereas from
the data we can at most identify the distribution of valuations conditional on entry.

The benchmark and counterfactual results are displayed in Table 5. If we look at the
benchmark estimates, we see that, on average, the average bid ($0.95) and the number of
bidders (6.72) are not far off from the analogous moments in the data (see Table 1), which
are $1.00 and 6.70 respectively.
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Table 5: Summary of Counterfactual Simulations
Stats

Benchmark

CF1

%∆

CF2

%∆

0.95
0.40
2.21

0.67
0.32
1.41

-28.9%
-21.0%

0.70
0.33
1.43

-26.3%
-17.2%

6.73
7.00
2.92

4.57
4.00
1.80

-32.2%
-42.9%

4.64
5.00
1.79

-31.0%
-28.6%

Win. Bid (Publ. Rev.)
Mean
3.11
Median
1.68
SD
4.91
Total
1,547,549.22

1.72
0.95
2.64
853,966.54

-44.8%
-43.6%

1.79
1.02
2.68
893,081.53

-42.3%
-39.5%

Bidder Surplus
Mean
9.24
Median
2.84
SD
37.89
Total
4,602,932.44

5.98
1.62
30.24
2,977,359.87

-35.3%
-42.9%

Bid
Mean
Median
SD
Num. of Bidders
Mean
Median
SD

-44.8%

-35.3%

6.44
1.79
31.71
3,206,719.40
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-42.3%

-30.3%
-37.2%
-30.3%

4.2

Counterfactual 1: effect of Chrome’s 3rd-party cookie ban.

In the first counterfactual, we consider a scenario where Chrome bans third-party cookies. We proxy this by assuming that after this ban, all DSPs will draw valuations for
Chrome users from their valuation distribution of impressions with the 3PC-derived variables (age, gender, seg size, num months sold, and profile length) set to unknown and
“match cookie prop” variable set to zero. By censoring and zeroing these variables, we
essentially make Chrome users similar to Safari or Firefox users in their availability of
information.15
The results for this first counterfactual are summarized in the second column of Table 5.
We find that the average bid falls from $0.95 in the benchmark to $0.67 (a 28.9% decrease),
and the number of bidders decreases from 6.7 to 4.6. Altogether, this results in close to
a halving (-44.8%) of average publisher revenue (winning bid), from $3.11 to $1.72. On
the buyer side (advertisers who purchase impressions through DSPs), the surplus has also
fallen substantially by 35.3%, from an average of $9.24 in the benchmark to $5.98 in the
first counterfactual.
The average outcomes reported in Table 5 mask a great deal of heterogeneity. In Table 6,
we report the outcome variables in the benchmark and counterfactual scenarios separately
for the five largest DSPs (sorted in descending order of size). From the top two panels in
this table, we see that the ban of third-party cookies on Chrome also increases the share
of auctions won by the larger DSPs. For instance, in the benchmark, the three largest
DSPs won about 26% of the auctions (12.5%+7.3%+5.8%), but in the counterfactual this
share has increased to around 32%. As typically a DSP’s revenues accrue as the number of
auctions that it wins,16 these patterns imply that, in the counterfactual, the distribution of
DSP revenues shift towards the larger DSPs.
In Table 7 we summarize, again at the DSP level, the margins (v − b) and markdowns ( v−b
b )
implied in the benchmark and counterfactual scenarios. These margins and markdowns
represent the surplus enjoyed by the advertisers in these auctions. Comparing the top two
panels in the table show that, in aggregate, the margins dropped precipitously across the
board for all DSPs once the third-party cookies for Chrome users are blocked. Combined
15

However, we still allow Chrome and Safari/Firefox users to generate different entry probabilities, valuations, and bids, depending on the browser fixed effects in the estimated entry, probability of winning, and
valuation regressions as reported in the Appendix.
16
Most DSP contracts specify the advertiser’s payment to the DSP as a commission or percentage of the
winning bid.
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Table 6: Counterfactual Scenarios: breakdown by DSP’s
bid
(med)

DSP 1
DSP 2
DSP 3
DSP 4
DSP 5
Other

DSP 1
DSP 2
DSP 3
DSP 4
DSP 5
Other

DSP 1
DSP 2
DSP 3
DSP 4
DSP 5
Other

0.398
0.254
0.279
0.397
0.402
0.465

0.299
0.254
0.170
0.361
0.385
0.385

0.391
0.254
0.170
0.361
0.384
0.384

bid
(avg)

bid
(std)

winning
frequency

winbid
(med)

winbid
(avg)

winbid
(std)

0.842
0.528
0.663
0.885
0.933
1.106

Benchmark scenario:
1.667
0.125
1.251
1.075
0.073
0.911
1.535
0.058
1.536
1.987
0.086
1.381
2.332
0.070
1.577
2.536
0.588
1.975

2.327
1.728
2.773
2.709
3.120
3.535

3.471
2.613
3.964
4.348
5.309
5.418

0.571
0.445
0.366
0.704
0.796
0.856

Counterfactual 1 scenario:
1.021
0.147
0.777
1.347
0.683
0.123
0.675
1.078
0.778
0.054
0.842
1.396
1.266
0.106
0.906
1.588
1.566
0.077
1.014
1.850
1.795
0.492
1.116
2.029

1.883
1.326
1.892
2.212
2.745
3.128

0.733
0.448
0.366
0.705
0.793
0.855

Counterfactual 2 scenario:
1.211
0.214
0.908
1.499
0.693
0.110
0.739
1.165
0.781
0.049
0.914
1.501
1.267
0.098
0.970
1.671
1.542
0.072
1.074
1.926
1.797
0.459
1.183
2.119

1.984
1.404
1.985
2.282
2.778
3.218

DSPs 1-5 are the largest five DSPs in the market. ”Other” aggregates all other DSPs.” category.
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with the previous table’s results, we see that while the Chrome 3PC ban would shift business
towards larger DSPs, the overall profitability of each auction falls sharply for all DSPs: the
larger DSPs are able to salvage a larger share of an overall diminishing pie.
Table 7: Counterfactual Scenarios: bidder margins and markdowns
#auctions
participated

DSP 1
DSP 2
DSP 3
DSP 4
DSP 5
Other

DSP 1
DSP 2
DSP 3
DSP 4
DSP 5
Other

DSP 1
DSP 2
DSP 3
DSP 4
DSP 5
Other

381,852
333,800
294,532
275,979
234,374
1,831,838

margin
(med)

2.236
1.967
2.468
2.156
2.208
3.319

margin
(avg)

total
surplus

markdown
(med)

Benchmark scenario:
7.770
483,016.3
6.841
249,666.9
7.071
203,299.3
7.390
316,578.6
6.697
233,019.1
10.641 3,117,352.3

markdown
(avg)

0.641
0.677
0.610
0.607
0.580
0.625

0.658
0.693
0.627
0.626
0.597
0.640

342,307
361,999
252,557
216,908
151,076
946,895

Counterfactual 1 scenario:
1.338
4.952
362,144.2
0.635
1.552
5.511
337,278.8
0.700
1.302
4.038
109,248.9
0.606
1.431
5.150
272,802.6
0.614
1.436
4.940
189,014.9
0.586
1.865
6.971 1,706,870.4
0.625

0.653
0.712
0.624
0.634
0.607
0.640

381,594
362,510
252,454
216,587
151,798
946,485

Counterfactual 2 scenario:
1.650
5.794
616,124.3
0.646
1.780
6.250
341,014.1
0.710
1.440
4.496
109,107.3
0.612
1.556
5.512
268,624.8
0.619
1.532
5.132
182,893.4
0.589
2.005
7.398 1,688,955.5
0.629

0.663
0.720
0.630
0.639
0.610
0.643

DSPs 1-5 are the largest five DSPs in the market. ”Other” aggregates all other DSPs.” category.

Finally, we also break the summary information down by whether the browser allows or
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blocks third-party cookies ( Table 8 ). Comparing the top two panels of the table, we see
that a key difference between the benchmark and the counterfactual is that all Chrome
users have been moved from the “allowed” group to the “blocked” group; this is evident as
the number of blocked users has more than tripled from the benchmark (132,436) to the
counterfactual (436,807). Moreover, besides this difference, we see that, the average winning
bid (publisher revenue) falls much more sharply (from $3.58 to $2.01) for the allowed users
than the blocked users (from $1.78 to $1.67). This partly reflects the higher valuations for
Chrome users compared to users of Microsoft’s Edge browser which, after the Chrome 3PC
ban, would be the most prominent browser not blocking 3PCs.

4.3

Counterfactual 2: effect of Chrome third-party cookie ban with one
informationally advantaged DSP

In the second counterfactual, we extend the scenario by allowing for the possibility that
Chrome’s ban on 3rd-party cookies may asymmetrically benefit a particular DSP. Even
if third-party cookies are blocked, certain DSPs may have alternative ways to gather an
equivalent amount of information about users. For instance, DSPs associated with prominent publishers may have detailed information about their visitors via first-party cookies,
which are usually enabled even by browsers which block third-party cookies by default.
They may be able to leverage this rich first-party information about users for placing ads
not only on their own websites but also third-party websites,17 thereby obtaining a large
information advantage over DSPs which are not similarly positioned. Take the example
of Google, who possesses large amounts of first-party information on many internet users
via their prominent webpages including the Google search engine, Gmail, etc. This unique
access to first-party information may allow Google to circumvent the effects of the Chrome
3PC ban: this has not been missed by government watchdogs, who have sounded an alarm
about this possibility.18
This second counterfactual explores the impact of this asymmetric shift in information across
DSPs. We mimick this scenario by allowing one of the DSPs in our dataset to still have
cookie information about Chrome users, while the remaining DSPs do not. Specifically,
17

This can be done by “digital fingerprinting” methods which track users via IP addresses or device IDs,
thus sidestepping cookies altogether. Indeed, Peukert, Bechtold, Batikas, and Kretschmer (2020, Figure 2)
report that the drop in third-party cookie requests after the enactment of GDPR in the European Union
was accompanied by a rise in first-party cookie requests.
18
See, eg., Jeon (2020).
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60,683
436,807

60,683
437,139

3PC Allowed
3PC Blocked

365,561
132,436

3PC Allowed
3PC Blocked

3PC Allowed
3PC Blocked

Browser type:

Num of
auctions

0.295
0.337

0.295
0.319

0.426
0.313

bid
(med)

0.708
0.698

0.708
0.669

1.009
0.691

bid
(avg)

#bidders
(avg)

winbid
(med)

2.013
1.675

2.013
1.764

Counterfactual 2 scenario:
5
5.295
0.921
4
4.553
1.032

3.586
1.786

winbid
(avg)

Counterfactual 1 scenario:
5
5.295
0.921
4
4.465
0.955

Benchmark scenario:
8
7.454
2.027
5
4.738
0.943

#bidders
(med)

Table 8: Counterfactual Scenarios: breakdown by Allowed/Blocked 3PC

1.578
1.815

1.578
1.630

3.421
1.535

margin
(med)

7.694
6.268

7.694
5.747

10.377
6.112

margin
(avg)

we model DSP #1 as an informationally advantaged bidder, by setting the 3PC-derived
variables and “match cookie prop” to their observed values for DSP #1, but zeroing them
out for all the other DSPs. Other than this change, this second counterfactual is computed
in exactly the same way as the previous counterfactual.19
The rightmost column of Table 5 contains the summary information from this second counterfactual. We find that the average bid has fallen from $0.95 in the benchmark to $0.70 in
the counterfactual, and the number of bidders has decreased from 6.73 to 4.64. Altogether,
this results in an 42.3% drop in the average revenue per auction, from $3.11 to $1.79, and
the bidder (advertiser) surplus drops 30.3% from $9.24 to $6.44. Overall, the differences
between the counterfactuals 1 and 2 are not large, but allowing DSP #1 to retain the cookie
information for Chrome users does result in a slightly larger publisher revenue and bidder
surplus.
However, more substantive differences between the two counterfactual scenarios present
themselves when we break down by DSPs. Comparing the bottom two panels of Table 6, we
see that the fraction of auctions won by DSP #1 has increased from 14.7% in counterfactual
1 (in which DSP #1 possesses no information advantage) to 21.4% in counterfactual 2 – an
over 50% increase – in which DSP #1 is allowed an informational advantage. At the same
time, DSP #1’s average bid has also increased from $0.57 to $0.73. This more aggressive
bidding behavior increases the revenue (winning bid) not only for auctions won by DSP #1
(from $1.35 to $1.50), but also for auctions won by the other DSPs (for instance the average
winning bid for auctions won by DSP #2 also increased from $1.08 to $1.16).
Accordingly, in Table 7, we see that DSP #1’s informational advantage also translates into
larger profit margins for its clients, from $4.95 counterfactual 1 to $5.79 in counterfactual
2 and, indeed, the total surplus of the advertisers served by DSP #1 in counterfactual 2
even exceeds their surplus in the benchmark scenario. Thus, these results clearly illustrate
the potential benefits from informational advantage in these auctions. Moreover, while the
results are at most suggestive, they do illustrate the potential benefits that may accrue to
Google from their ban on 3PCs for Chrome users: Double-click (Google’s affiliated DSP)
exploiting its access to first-party cookie for impressions originating on Google’s own domain
websites as well as third-party websites.
19

That is, our “black box” approach to estimating the probability of winning function ψ(·) for each
bidder do not allow us to structurally model the situation that, in this second counterfactual, DSP #1 is
asymmetrically informed relative to the other DSPs.
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5

Conclusions

In this paper we have modelled and studied the impact of increasingly stringent privacy
protection measures on the online advertising market, focusing on the elimination of thirdparty cookies which track internet users’ behavior across different websites. Apple’s Safari
and Mozilla’s Firefox have already eliminated these cookies, while Google’s Chrome, the
market leading browser, is slated to begin doing so in 2023.
We utilize a detailed bid-level dataset drawn from Yahoo, one of the most popular web
services providers in the US. Just from the data alone, we see that auction revenues (i.e.
winning bids), as well as auction participation and bidding, are lower for users who have
either opted-out of behavioral tracking, or are browsing using Safari or Firefox. Using
structural estimation, we recover the valuations for each bid in the dataset.
We perform counterfactuals which shed light on the likely impact of the elimination of thirdparty cookies for Google Chrome users. Auction revenues on our analyzed Yahoo site would
decrease by about 45% on average, and participation would decrease by about 2 bidders on
average. However, these effects hit DSPs asymmetrically, with larger DSPs winning a larger
chunk of the auctions in the counterfactual scenario compared to the benchmark status quo.
Provocatively, our simulations also indicate that, amidst a third-party cookie ban, bidders
who are able to leverage their informational advantage on users can gain surplus from the
ban. Such results complement other work demonstrating Google’s gains from more stringent
privacy regulations (eg. Peukert, Bechtold, Batikas, and Kretschmer (2020)) and suggest
that antitrust concerns regarding Google’s plan may be warranted.
This analysis is incomplete in a number of ways. First, we do not yet consider interdependencies across bidders nor auctions, rather modelling them as independent. Second, in our
counterfactual simulations, we have not yet considered the possibility that DSPs may be
forced to bid more frequently for blocked and opt-out users in order to exhaust their clients’
advertising budgets; such compensatory behavior would counteract the main negative revenue impacts of the counterfactuals as shown here. We are considering these changes in
ongoing work.
Finally, online privacy is a fast-moving arena and in ongoing work we are assessing the
effects of alternative proposals. For instance, the Chrome browser team is developing a set
of tools under the name “Privacy Sandbox” to replace third-party cookies. One of Chrome’s
proposed technologies, Federated Learning of Cohorts (FLOC), generates groups of users
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with similar interests, giving advertisers a way of targeting ads without exposing details
on individual users. Another discussed approach, different from Google’s proposal, is to
generate a unique user identifier that enables the same cross-site targeting and attribution
as third-party cookies, but it requires the explicit consent and log in of the user. Finally,
companies in the ad space are also investing in more sophisticated ways to use contextual
information (e.g. publisher’s content) to better match ads to users.
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Additional Tables
Table 9: Logit Regression of Entry

Dependent Variable:

entry

match cookie prop
optout
genderMale
genderFemale
age25to44
age45plus
seg size
num months sold
profile length
seg size na
num months sold na
profile length na
browserSafari
browserEdge
browserFirefox
browserOther
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×

0.8039∗∗∗ (0.0406)
-0.7124∗∗∗ (0.0168)
0.8722∗∗∗ (0.0259)
0.8673∗∗∗ (0.0476)
-0.3333∗∗∗ (0.0394)
-0.2954∗∗∗ (0.0435)
0.0001∗∗∗ (3.62 × 10−6 )
-0.0380∗∗∗ (0.0064)
−3.62 × 10−5 (0.0002)
-0.0701∗ (0.0359)
-0.2456∗∗∗ (0.0351)
0.5756∗∗∗ (0.0358)
0.3907∗∗∗ (0.0165)
-0.5900∗∗∗ (0.0208)
-0.4030∗∗∗ (0.0174)
-0.1695∗∗ (0.0684)
-0.7652∗∗∗ (0.0299)
-0.7351∗∗∗ (0.0543)
0.4323∗∗∗ (0.0462)
0.1694∗∗∗ (0.0510)
-0.0001∗∗∗ (4.07 × 10−6 )
0.0415∗∗∗ (0.0075)
0.0006∗∗∗ (0.0002)
0.0485 (0.0456)
0.0543 (0.0437)
-0.0546 (0.0458)
-0.0110 (0.0273)
0.5182∗∗∗ (0.0831)

genderMale
genderFemale
age25to44
age45plus
seg size
num months sold
profile length
seg size na
num months sold na
profile length na
browserEdge
browserOther

City FE
Hour FE
match cookie prop × DSP FE
Observations
Pseudo R2

Yes
Yes
Yes
38

3,866,100
0.41254

Signif. Codes: ***: 0.01, **: 0.05, *: 0.1
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Table 10: Logit Regression of Winning

Dependent Variable:

win

log(bidprice)
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop
optout
genderMale
genderFemale
age25to44
age45plus
seg size
num months sold
profile length
seg size na
num months sold na
profile length na
browserSafari
browserEdge
browserFirefox
browserOther
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×

0.9615∗∗∗ (0.0090)
-0.1030∗∗∗ (0.0116)
-1.547∗∗∗ (0.0835)
0.7709∗∗∗ (0.0335)
-0.4560∗∗∗ (0.0620)
-0.6115∗∗∗ (0.1236)
0.1162 (0.0839)
0.1057 (0.0942)
-0.0002∗∗∗ (1.12 × 10−5 )
0.0366∗∗∗ (0.0137)
-0.0004 (0.0004)
0.0349 (0.0694)
0.0506 (0.0732)
-0.7906∗∗∗ (0.0695)
-0.4005∗∗∗ (0.0345)
0.5511∗∗∗ (0.0416)
0.7552∗∗∗ (0.0358)
-0.2986∗∗ (0.1346)
0.4109∗∗∗ (0.0727)
0.4986∗∗∗ (0.1427)
-0.3139∗∗∗ (0.1013)
0.0339 (0.1133)
0.0002∗∗∗ (1.26 × 10−5 )
-0.0403∗∗ (0.0163)
-0.0002 (0.0005)
0.0192 (0.0938)
0.3645∗∗∗ (0.0954)
0.1025 (0.0939)
0.2773∗∗∗ (0.0561)
-0.1698 (0.1683)

log(bidprice)

genderMale
genderFemale
age25to44
age45plus
seg size
num months sold
profile length
seg size na
num months sold na
profile length na
browserEdge
browserOther

City FE
Hour FE
match cookie prop × DSP FE

Yes
Yes
Yes

Observations
Pseudo R2

468,723
0.31205

Signif. Codes: ***: 0.01, **: 0.05, *: 0.1
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Table 11: Linear Regression of Valuations

Dependent Variable:

log(valuation)

match cookie prop
optout
genderMale
genderFemale
age25to44
age45plus
seg size
num months sold
profile length
seg size na
num months sold na
profile length na
browserSafari
browserEdge
browserFirefox
browserOther
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×
match cookie prop ×

0.7145∗∗∗ (0.0359)
-0.0560∗∗∗ (0.0155)
-0.1593∗∗∗ (0.0249)
-0.0198 (0.0474)
-0.0093 (0.0374)
-0.0508 (0.0414)
3.89 × 10−5∗∗∗ (3.69 × 10−6 )
-0.0150∗∗∗ (0.0058)
0.0006∗∗∗ (0.0002)
-0.0303 (0.0332)
-0.0334 (0.0335)
0.2644∗∗∗ (0.0329)
0.0562∗∗∗ (0.0152)
-0.1808∗∗∗ (0.0193)
-0.2776∗∗∗ (0.0160)
0.1392∗∗ (0.0595)
0.1737∗∗∗ (0.0287)
0.0747 (0.0540)
0.1577∗∗∗ (0.0439)
0.0377 (0.0485)
−3.76 × 10−5∗∗∗ (4.15 × 10−6 )
0.0208∗∗∗ (0.0067)
-0.0006∗∗∗ (0.0002)
-0.0270 (0.0420)
-0.0967∗∗ (0.0416)
-0.0510 (0.0418)
-0.1103∗∗∗ (0.0253)
0.0737 (0.0713)

genderMale
genderFemale
age25to44
age45plus
seg size
num months sold
profile length
seg size na
num months sold na
profile length na
browserEdge
browserOther

City FE
Hour FE
match cookie prop × DSP FE

Yes
Yes
Yes

Observations
Adjusted R2

468,544
0.19798

Signif. Codes: ***: 0.01, **: 0.05, *: 0.1
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